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If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
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	Project Title: Sanders Ranch Wireless Facility
	Lead Agency: Town of Moraga
	Contact Name: Brian Horn, Senior Planner
	Email: bhorn@moraga.ca.us
	Phone Number: (925) 888-7044
	Project Location:                  Town of Moraga                                                          Contra Costa County 
	Project Description: The proposed project would involve the installation of six panel antennas on a 12-foot high “top hat” extension, three 6449 antenna integrated radio (air) antennas with a centerline height of 45 feet, six Verizon Wireless radios, two Verizon Wireless Raycap, a microwave antenna with a centerline height of 35 feet, and two hybrid wireless cables. An equipment enclosure consisting of a 19-foot by 19-foot concrete pad with 8-foot-tall composite fencing would enclose the facilities’ ground equipment, including an emergency generator, within the base of the PG&E transmission tower and would operate under two hours per day for occasional maintenance activities. A new transformer would be located on a 4-foot 2-inch by 4-foot 4-inch pad approximately 9 feet west of the equipment enclosure pad along with a 3,000-gallon water tank. Additionally, the proposed project would include the installation of new Verizon Wireless fiber vaults every 150 feet along Sanders Ranch Road and installation of a new fiber route for approximately 8,600 feet through existing in-road conduits. To provide access to the facility for construction and maintenance, a new 15-foot-wide access driveway constructed of Class II aggregate base would be graded and built approximately 155 feet northwest from near the end of Sanders Ranch Road to the existing PG&E transmission tower to be modified. The new road would be built on some portions of slopes exceeding 20 percent, roughly following the alignment of a portion of Old Moraga Ranch Trail for approximately 630 feet, and would also cross a Moraga Open Space Ordinance minor ridgeline.
	Project's Effects: The  project has the potential for impacts related to: biological resources, cultural resources, geology and soils, land use and planning, and tribal cultural resources. These impacts would be avoided or reduced to a less-than-significant level with the incorporation of the following mitigation measures: AQ-1) implementation of BAAQMD Best Management Practices; BIO-1) initial ground disturbance would occur outside the nesting bird breeding season to avoid impacts to nesting birds and raptors; if construction begins during the nesting bird breeding season, or if there is a break in construction activities greater than two weeks, a qualified biologist would conduct a nesting bird and raptor pre-construction survey in the disturbance footprint; CR-1) if cultural resources are  encountered during ground-disturbing activities, work would be halted within 50 feet of the find and an archaeologist would be contacted to evaluate the find; GEO-1) the project shall implement all measures and recommendations set forth in the Geotechnical Investigation prepared by Krazan & Associates, Inc.; GEO-2) if a fossil discovery is made, work would be halted within 50 feet of the find and a qualified professional paleontologist would be retained to evaluate the discovery, determine its significance and if additional mitigation or treatment is warranted; Impact LU-1) implementation of all mitigation measures identified throughout the IS-MND should be conducted to ensure consistency with applicable land use plans and development standards; TCR-1) if cultural resources of Native American origin are identified during construction, all earth-disturbing work would be halted within 50 feet of the find until an archaeologist has evaluated the nature and significance of the find as a cultural resource and an appropriate local Native American representative is consulted.
	Areas of Controversy: Concerns raised around Old Moraga Ranch Trail use and impacts to trail users.Development on Moraga Open Space Ordinance (MOSO) zoned property with grading activities on hillside lands for an access road that will cross a minor ridge line.
	List of Agencies: Federal Communications Commission (FCC)


